This paper considers a generalized chance constraint programming problem having a controllable probability level Cl. with which the chance constraint should be satisfied. Several properties of this problem are derived and, based on these properties, an algorithm is also proposed.
In Section 2, problem P and its deterministic equivalent problem pI are formulated. Section 3 treats subproblem pq and auxiliary problems P~ used to solve pq. Several useful properties of pq and P~ are also derived. Based on these properties, Section 4 proposes a solution algorithm for pq. In Section 5, some theorems useful to reduce the computational pains are derived. In Section 6 , an algorithm for deterministic equivalent problem pI is given. To illustrate our method, an example is also given in Section 7. Finally, Section 8 summarizes our results and suggests further developements.
Problem Formulation
We consider the following generalized ,::hance constraint programming problem P. Problem pI has a nonlinear objective function of x and q. In the next Section 3, several useful properties to solve pI are derived in order to overcome the difficulty arising from this nonlinearity.
Subproblems pq
For each q > 0, the following subproblem pq of pI is defined.
Minimize c'x + qlx'Vx -AF(q) (3.1) subject to x £ S Let x(q) and g (q) denote an optimal solution of pq and the optimal value, respectively. Then the following properties hold. (See Appendix 2 for proofs.)
Property (i) Ci i) (i i i) (i v)
x(q) is unique.
c'x(q) + ql.'x"C-q')'7'-;'Vx""Cq"")
is a monotone increasing function of q.
Ix(q) 'Vx(q)
is a nonincreasing function of q.
I c x(q) is a nondecreasing function of q > O.
In order to solve pq, the following auxiliary problem P~ of pq is considered for each R > O. 
Therefore it is clear that if xq(R) satisfies
Ixq(R)' Vxq(R) = R
then it is also an optimal solution of pq. Giving the following definition
then the above condition becomes Step 0
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3:
Step 4: proof:
f+lH+II----l------II----,I----+111I11I1
log(----~*~I~--7*---- q 2rrx Cq ) Vx (q ) < 1. 2 log(------*~,~--~*- 2rrx (q ) Vx Iq ) >.If ql > q2' for any q € [q2' ql]' T(q) -q < T(q) -q2 ~ T(ql) -02 = o.
holds (since T(q) is a nondecreasing function of q).

"
Therefore q does not satisfy the necessary condition of q , ql < q2' the proof may be similarly done.
In case []
Now, next property (vii) shows that I(B)
is a continuous interval if not empty. Step 0 Set qc+ qu' SN + (qu' +00), V + +00, X + ~ and q +~. Go to
Step
Step 1.
Apply Algorithm 1 to problem pqc and calculate B 9c ' x(qc) , I(B qc ) and determine g(q) on I(B qc )' Go to
Step 2. 
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If SN UI(B q ) ~ (0, +",,), g~ to Step 5; otherwise, set
(qM) and SN+-SN U
(T(qMJ.qMJ. and return to Step 1, otherwise, set qc +-qM-e: (e: is sufficiently small number) and return to Step 2.
, x+-x(q ), and q +-q , and return "I m m
Step 4:
to Step 3. Otherwise, return to Step 3 directly.
Step 5:
'\, '\, I "
Terminate. Current (x,q) is an optimal solution of P and v is the optimal value. 
(E).
Finiteness is assured by the facts that the number of possible basis is finite. 
Algorithm 2 searches these I(E) with jumping when T(qM)
<
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I
Then P becomes as follows:
Step 0
. I 2 subject to xl + x 2
Xl,x2~O.
q>O.
Step 1 
1'B
LB
Since JfI (q cLB) < 0, set Ru +-qcLB(=qu Go to Step 2.
Kuhm -Tycker condition in the example is shown in Appendix 4. Therefore,
Step 4
Step 3
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Go to Step 2.
B =
Step 2 Step 3
Since ~(qcLB) = 4~/3 > 0, Go to Step 3. Step 4
Terminate. Terminate X = ( 0.8194, 1.8472) and q = 3.9324.
Concl usion
The most difficult point in our algorithm is to find qm in Step 2. Since g(q) is a function of q only, we may manage to obtain qm if the form of g(q) on I(B ) is known. The second difficult point is a lack of sufficient condition q
Although the effect of rx on thE' objective function was taken as -Aa, there may be othE'r ways to includE' thE' effE'ct of a. In such cases, however, the problem may become more complicated and more difficult to solvE'. Admitting the linearity of the effect of a, in practical situation, the domain of a may be more restricted.
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Appendix 4 Kuhn-Tucker condition of Problem P~ for the example. See also next page.
In Table 1 ,
Note that (i) V is a positive definite matrix implies
